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Abstract

Severe stress in early life, such as childhood abuse and neglect, constitutes a major risk factor in the etiology of psychiatric disorders and somatic diseases. Importantly, these long-term effects may impact the next generation. The intergenerational transmission of maternal early life stress (ELS) may occur via pre-and postnatal pathways, such as alterations in maternal-fetal-placental stress physiology, maternal depression during pregnancy and postpartum, as well as impaired mother-offspring interactions. The neuropeptide oxytocin (OT) has gained considerable attention for its role in modulating all of these assumed transmission pathways. Moreover, central and peripheral OT signaling pathways are highly sensitive to environmental exposures and may be compromised by ELS with implications for these putative transmission mechanisms. Together, these data suggest that OT pathways play an important role in the intergenerational transmission of maternal ELS in humans. By integrating recent studies on gene-environment interactions and epigenetic modifications in OT pathway genes, the present review aims to develop a conceptual framework of intergenerational transmission of maternal ELS that emphasizes the role of OT.
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1. Introduction

It is well-established that the exposure to one or multiple forms of early-life stress (ELS), like childhood abuse and neglect, constitutes a major risk factor in the etiology of a wide range of somatic and/or psychiatric diseases (Anda et al., 2006; Felitti et al., 1998; Heim and Binder, 2012). However, it becomes increasingly apparent that these adverse long-term consequences are not restricted to the exposed individual alone but might be transmitted to the next generation (Collishaw et al., 2007), who also are at increased risk for psychiatric and somatic disorders (Roberts et al., 2014; Roberts et al., 2013) – a phenomenon referred to as intergenerational transmission (Bowers and Yehuda, 2016). Most studies discuss postnatal transmission pathways, such as non-optimal parenting behavior and psychopathology in ELS-exposed parents (Miranda et al., 2013) and offspring victimization (Plant et al., 2013). It is important to acknowledge however, that postnatal behavioral pathways, like postpartum depression and/or altered maternal behavior, are already primed during pregnancy (Feldman et al., 2007; Skrundz et al., 2011). Moreover, initial empirical evidence reveals ELS-associated alterations in maternal-fetal-placental (MPF) stress physiology that have been shown to alter fetal developmental trajectories (Moog et al., 2015). We therefore propose a continuous intergenerational transmission of maternal ELS that likely occurs during both the pre- and postnatal period via ELS-associated alterations in stress-sensitive biological systems, which may affect fetal development as well as the quality of postnatal dyadic mother-child interactions.

Within this context, we want to emphasize the role of the neuropeptide oxytocin (OT) as a key neuroendocrine factor modulating these candidate pre- and postnatal transmission pathways of maternal ELS. OT has gained considerable attention in studies of human social behaviors (Lee et al., 2009), including parenting (Bakermans-Kranenburg and van Ijzendoorn, 2008; Gordon et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2009; Meyer-Lindenberg et al., 2011) and attachment formation (Levine et al., 2007). Interestingly, there is evidence that ELS is associated with lower OT concentrations in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of adult women (Heim et al., 2009) and non-human primates (Winslow et al., 2003). This ELS-induced reduction in CSF-OT was linked to pronounced deficiencies in social behavior in the study by Winslow et al. (2003). This suggests that central availability and functioning of the OT system may be susceptible to environmental factors such as ELS, which persist into adulthood and may impact functional integrity of the “parental brain”. It is also suggested that OT may play an important role in the development of depression (McQuaid et al., 2014), which is a highly prevalent clinical consequence of ELS and a condition that may interfere with optimal parenting behavior (Beck, 1995; Feldman, 2015b; Field, 2010). Finally, OT modulates the activity of stress-sensitive biological systems, such as the HPA-axis (Cardoso et al., 2014) and the immune system (Wang et al., 2015), which have been previously proposed to affect fetal development (Entriger et al., 2015). Taken together, these findings suggest OT signaling to be an exquisite target for pre- and postnatal pathways of intergenerational transmission of maternal ELS, which is further substantiated by findings in rodents (Champagne, 2008).
For the identification of putative OT pathways in the intergenerational transmission of maternal ELS in humans, it is important to gain a better understanding of 1) the function of OT in central and peripheral mechanisms that act as likely transmission pathways (e.g., altered MPF stress physiology, depression, parenting behavior), 2) the mechanisms that explain how ELS exposure affects OT signaling and thereby influences physiological stress regulation, depression risk and parenting behavior, 3) individual (genetic) differences that confer higher risk or resilience to the effects of ELS on OT-dependent phenotypes, and 4) when and how the effects of maternal ELS are transmitted to the next generation to alter offspring developmental trajectories. Recent studies are beginning to address some of these questions by focusing on epigenetic modifications and common genetic variants in OT-pathway genes (i.e., genes that either code for the peptide and/or its receptor) that may interact with environmental factors (e.g., ELS) to account for phenotypic variability, such as risk for emotional dysregulation, insecure attachment, depression, or anxiety symptoms (Bradley et al., 2011; McQuaid et al., 2013; Thompson et al., 2011). In particular, sequence variations and epigenetic modifications in the oxytocin receptor gene have emerged as promising candidates in numerous studies and will therefore receive of particular attention in this review. Finally, the aim of the present work is to integrate relevant findings in order to elaborate a theoretical framework of oxytocin pathways in the intergenerational transmission of maternal ELS, which is shown in Figure 1.

2. OT and Early-Life Stress (ELS) – Role in Shaping Neural Circuits That Underlie Parenting Behavior and Depression Risk

2.1 Oxytocin (OT) and the Oxytocin Receptor (OTR)

OT is a small nonapeptide which is highly conserved among mammalian species (Donaldson and Young, 2008). The OT gene, which first codes for a preprohormone that is then processed to OT and its carrier protein neurophysin 1, contains three exonic and two intronic regions and is located on chromosomal region 20p13 in humans (Gopal Rao et al., 1992). Magnocellular neurons of the hypothalamic paraventricular nucleus (PVN) and the supraoptic nucleus, the primary sources of OT synthesis, project to the posterior pituitary, where OT is stored in large secretory vesicles, so-called large dense-core vesicles. In response to calcium influx as well as intracellular calcium release from the endoplasmic reticulum, OT is released into systemic circulation (Meyer-Lindenberg et al., 2011) from axonal terminals within the neurohypophysis (Ludwig and Leng, 2006; Ludwig et al., 2002). The most prominent peripheral OT effects via the classical hypothalamic-neurohypophyseal pathway are the induction of parturition through increased contractibility of the uterine smooth muscles and milk ejection from the mammary gland in response to suckling stimuli in lactating females (Lee et al., 2009). In the central nervous system (CNS), however, OT’s communication pathways are more complex (Knobloch et al., 2012; Landgraf and Neumann, 2004) and still subject to investigation. There are two proposed mechanisms through which OT neurons in the hypothalamus communicate with extrahypothalamic neurons and brain structures. First, it has been suggested that there is a slow, “unwired”, and global transmission of OT that is released mainly from neuronal dendrites, but also from axons and soma in the hypothalamus to reach extrahypothalamic brain structures, such as the amygdala or the cingulate cortex (Boccia et al., 2013). This diffuse mode of communication, referred
to as volume transmission (Landgraf and Neumann, 2004; Ludwig and Leng, 2006), enables OT to act as a neuromodulator within the brain and implies a slow enzymatic degradation of OT, which in turn permits OT to travel long distances (Landgraf and Neumann, 2004).

Second, it has been shown that in the rodent (Knobloch et al., 2012) and human brain (Boccia et al., 2013) there is a variety of “hard-wired” oxytocinergic nerve fibers from the hypothalamus to limbic, mesencephalic, and cortical brain regions that allow fine-tuned and fast modulation of target structures (Knobloch et al., 2012; Landgraf and Neumann, 2004; Stoop, 2012; Strathearn, 2011). Effects of OT in the CNS and in the periphery (e.g., heart and cardiovascular system, kidney, reproductive organs) are critically dependent on presence of OT receptors (OTR) (Gimpl and Fahrenholz, 2001). The OTR is a 389-amino acid polypeptide and belongs to the G-protein coupled receptor superfamily (Gimpl and Fahrenholz, 2001). The OTR expressing gene (OXTR) is located on chromosomal region 3p25–3p26.2, spans 17 kb, and consists of 3 introns and 4 exons (Gimpl and Fahrenholz, 2001). Studies on distribution patterns of OTRs in human post mortem brains found high OTR expression in amygadaloid nuclei, cingulate cortex, the hypothalamic medial preoptic area (MPOA), PVN, ventromedial nucleus, the solitary nucleus, and the spinal trigeminal nucleus (Boccia et al., 2013; Freeman et al., 2016). Given this wide spatial distribution of OTRs in the brain, OT is able to modulate an array of CNS-dependent processes such as social cognition, motivated behavior, and emotion regulation. Nevertheless, due to a lack of a radioligand for the OTR, there is a need for future in vivo studies on OTR distribution patterns in the living human brain (Insel, 2016).

### 2.2 OT Brain Circuits Relevant for Parenting Behavior

OT has been shown to be a pivotal neuromodulator of social cognition, empathy, emotion regulation, and motivation within an extensive neural network that is involved in human and non-human mammalian parenting and caregiving (Feldman, 2015a; Rilling, 2013; Rilling and Young, 2014; Swain et al., 2014). This network is comprised of hypothalamic nuclei, importantly the MPOA, the mesocorticolumbic system, which encompasses the amygdala, the hippocampus, the nucleus accumbens (nAcc), the ventral tegmental area (VTA), the prefrontal cortical regions, the ventral pallidum (Love, 2014; Skuse and Gallagher, 2009; Strathearn, 2011), as well as the dopaminergic nigrostriatal pathway (Feldman, 2015a).

Extensive research in rodents indicates that OTRs are abundantly expressed within this network rendering it sensitive to the effects of OT (Love, 2014; Numan and Stolzenberg, 2009). Already during the gestational period, the MPOA, which is thought to constitute the core of this network, is hormonally primed, likely through an estrogen (E)-induced upregulation of OTR expression (Bealer et al., 2006; Champagne et al., 2001; Meddle et al., 2007; Numan and Stolzenberg, 2009). This E-primed network is then “triggered” by pup stimuli after parturition to result in immediate onset of maternal behavior, which is then maintained in the postpartum period (Numan and Stolzenberg, 2009; Pedersen, 1997). Infusion of OT into the MPOA and VTA facilitates postpartum onset of maternal behavior and infusion of an OT antagonist into these regions can block pup retrieval and nursing (Pedersen et al., 1994). In rodents, it was demonstrated that dams characterized by high amounts of pup licking and grooming (high LG) as compared to low LG dams showed increased OT expression in the MPOA and the PVN, as well as stronger oxytocinergic projections from the MPOA and PVN to the VTA (Shahrokh et al., 2010). Infusion of OT
into the VTA increased dopamine (DA) turnover in the nAcc, and naturally high LG mothers but not low LG mothers showed elevated DA signaling in the nAcc during episodes of interactions with their offspring. Interestingly and similar to the finding by Pedersen et al. (1994), infusion of an OT antagonist into the VTA eliminated these differences.

Despite being less robust than the reported findings in rodents, studies on human parenting also suggest an important role of OT in the above described brain circuits. In observational studies, maternal plasma OT correlates with affectionate parenting, such as “motherese” vocalizations and affectionate touch (Gordon et al., 2010). Looking at functional changes in the CNS, intranasal OT administration led to an increased activation of the VTA after presentation of reproduction-associated stimuli, i.e., pictures containing sexual and infant stimuli in healthy women (Gregory et al., 2015). Furthermore, in response to infant cry sounds, women’s amygdala reactivity was diminished by intranasal OT (Riem et al., 2011). Simultaneously, intranasal OT application led to increased activity in the insula and inferior frontal gyrus after hearing infant crying. These findings indicate that OT may selectively attenuate reactivity in limbic structures involved in stress and anxiety (amygdala), while simultaneously enhancing activity of dopaminergic motivational circuits that underlie reward learning and parenting behaviors (VTA). In addition, OT may contribute to enhanced emotion recognition of salient infant social cues through increased activation of specific brain regions (insula and inferior frontal gyrus) that are part of the empathy related brain network (Shamay-Tsoory, 2011). It should be acknowledged, however, that imaging studies using intranasal OT challenge are controversial (Leng and Ludwig, 2015). For example, although administering supraphysiological doses of OT, only a very small fraction can be detected in the CSF (Leng and Ludwig, 2015) and it is questionable whether this has direct modulating effects on brain functioning and behavior. Furthermore, it is very likely that strong increases of peripheral OT concentrations after intranasal OT application have effects on peripheral organs (e.g., the heart, gastrointestinal tract, reproductive tract) – and might confound the direct effects of OT in the brain.

Despite these methodological drawbacks, OT in the brain seems to play a fundamental role in shaping maternal parenting behavior, which is substantially supported by animal data. Its effects are in part dependent upon regulation by other hormones (e.g., E), target brain structures (e.g., amygdala vs. VTA), or interactions with other neurotransmitter systems (e.g., DA). Drawing primarily from experimental work in rodents, it must be kept in mind that inferences to humans should be made with necessary precaution due to important cross-species differences in parenting behaviors. More research in humans is thus warranted to better understand how OT affects brain circuits that are involved in parent-offspring interactions and motivated maternal behavior.

2.2.1 Effects of ELS on OT Brain Circuits Relevant for Parenting Behavior and Implications for Intergenerational Transmission of Maternal ELS—It is now crucial to understand how these OT networks in the “parental brain” can be influenced by early experiences, such as increased ELS, to perpetuate a vicious circle of dysfunctional attachment formation. The effects of ELS on key regions of the neural circuits that underlie parenting have been most rigorously studied in animal models (Champagne, 2008; Champagne et al., 2001; Pena et al., 2014). In female offspring of rats, a low level of
maternal care (LG) is associated with lower OTR expression in the MPOA, PVN, the central nucleus of the amygdala, and the lateral septum (Champagne et al., 2001). Moreover, downstream targets of hypothalamic OT projections in the mesolimbic system, i.e., the VTA and the nAcc, are equally affected by early rearing experiences. Offspring of low LG dams exhibit reduced dopaminergic projections from the VTA, as well as lower expression of dopamine receptors in the nAcc (Pena et al., 2014). These experience-induced differences in OT-DA neural circuits that underlie parenting correspond to observable parenting behaviors. Lower levels of OTR expression are associated with less maternal responsiveness towards pups (Champagne, 2008; Champagne et al., 2001). This intergenerational transmission of maternal behavior in rats is partly mediated by epigenetic modifications of the estrogen receptor α with downstream effects on OTR expression regulation in the brain, which will be further described below (see section 3.2.2).

An experience-dependent transmission of maternal care via OT neural pathways is also assumed in humans (Feldman et al., 2013; Herpertz and Bertsch, 2015; Rilling and Young, 2014), although empirical evidence is sparse. As indicated above, adult women who report forms of ELS, i.e., emotional abuse and physical abuse, exhibit decreased OT concentrations in CSF compared to non-abused women (Heim et al., 2009), suggesting that ELS has enduring effects on central OT activity. It is highly plausible that these decreased CSF OT concentrations that occur as a function of ELS have implications for maternal parenting behavior, but this has not been directly studied to date. Studies of mothers with observable differences in parenting behavior that can be a result of ELS (Dubowitz et al., 2001; Mielke et al., 2016) focusing on OT physiology and activity of OT brain circuits when processing infant cues would allow further insight into the ELS-associated biological underpinnings of the intergenerational transmission of maternal ELS. A study in primiparous women found that mothers who were classified as insecurely attached as opposed to mothers with a secure attachment style had lower peripheral OT concentrations after interaction with their infants. The maternal OT rise after interaction with their infants correlated positively with maternal brain activation in the ventral striatum after presentation of visual stimuli of their own child. Involvement of the ventral striatum, which is part of the reward-related dopaminergic nigrostriatal system, suggests that pictures of one’s own child may have a higher “incentive value” for securely attached mothers and hence facilitate maternal responsiveness and approach behaviors (Strathearn et al., 2009). On the other hand, adult women with an insecure attachment representation show increased activation of the amygdala in response to baby cries (Riem et al., 2012) and heightened amygdala reactivity may partly stem from insufficient OT signaling (Kirsch et al., 2005). One may speculate that mothers with an insecure attachment style, which can be a result of problematic parental care experiences in the mother’s own childhood, are more prone to perceive infant distress as aversive, which can lead to frustration or even abusive behavior towards the child (Reijneveld et al., 2004). In addition, hyper-reactivity of the amygdala in response to infant distress as has been shown in ELS-exposed mothers is a neural correlate for maternal intrusive parenting (Atzil et al., 2011), which in turn is a risk factor for higher infant anxious and depressive behaviors (Wagner et al., 2015). The relevance of these findings to the proposed intergenerational framework is immediately evident: they clearly suggest that early maternal attachment experiences (in her own childhood) or ELS may contribute to alterations in CNS OT...
signaling pathways, which underlie parenting and maternal responsivity. Below (see section 4.1.2), we will propose a mechanism through which these maternal oxytocinergic dysregulations might be transmitted to the next generation in dyadic mother-child interactions.

2.3 OT Brain Circuits Relevant for Depression

Exposure to ELS contributes to depression risk in adulthood and there is a wealth of evidence associating maternal depression with non-optimal parenting (Field, 2010; O’hara and McCabe, 2013) and reduced dyadic reciprocity in mother-child interactions (Righetti-Veltema et al., 2002). Depressed mothers are more likely to withdraw from interactions with their child, show lower amounts of sensitive parenting (Feldman et al., 2009), and perceive infant cues as more negative than non-depressed mothers (Forman et al., 2007). In addition, maternal postpartum depression (PPD) increases the likelihood of offspring internalizing and externalizing problems (Goodman et al., 2011), insecure attachment (Carter et al., 2001), increased stress reactivity (Halligan et al., 2004), and lower social engagement and empathy (Apter-Levy et al., 2014). Moreover, adult offspring of mothers with ELS-exposure have a higher risk of developing depressive symptoms themselves (Roberts et al., 2015). ELS-associated maternal depression can therefore be considered a main pathway of the intergenerational transmission of maternal ELS in humans. Given the co-occurrence of maternal depression and impaired parenting, one may speculate that they share common biological underpinnings, likely including OT neural circuits, which have recently been suggested to play an etiologically relevant role in depression (McQuaid et al., 2014). Therefore, the following section will highlight the role of OT pathways in modulation of biological processes that underlie major depression (MDD)/PPD, with a particular focus on the hypothalamic pituitary adrenal (HPA) axis and the immune system.

2.3.1 OT and the HPA Axis—Dysregulated activity of the HPA axis is the most robust neuroendocrine finding in MDD (Heim et al., 2008), and may also be etiologically relevant to PPD (Brummelte and Galea, 2015; Glynn et al., 2013; Jolley et al., 2007). Given the expression of OTRs within key stress-regulatory regions (e.g., amygdala, PVN), stress-buffering effects of OT (Cardoso et al., 2014; Heinrichs et al., 2003), and OT-induced downregulation of amygdala reactivity (Kirsch et al., 2005), OT might serve a protective role against the development of stress-related disorders such as MDD or PPD. In a recent meta-analysis, OT was shown to not attenuate HPA axis reactivity after stress induction per se but does so after laboratory stress protocols that robustly activate the HPA axis (Cardoso et al., 2014). In healthy postpartum women, breastfeeding, which often serves as a proxy for OT activity, was associated with lower cortisol secretion after a psychosocial stressor (Heinrichs et al., 2001). Interestingly, at 2 months postpartum, mothers with high depression scores had lower peripheral OT concentrations during breastfeeding (Stuebe et al., 2013). Thus, one might speculate that insufficient OT release in breastfeeding women with PPD may have consequences for dysregulated HPA-axis activity. Another study suggests a slightly different view (Cox et al., 2015). Breastfeeding was generally associated with attenuated HPA-axis responsiveness after the Trier Social Stress Test and women with high depressive symptoms expectedly showed lower OT concentrations during breastfeeding and higher cortisol concentrations during both breastfeeding and the social stressor. However, in women with...
severe PPD symptoms, OT and cortisol were positively correlated (Cox et al., 2015). This may indicate insufficient OT signaling, possibly via altered OTR sensitivity in brain areas relevant to regulation of the HPA axis (e.g., the PVN or amygdala). Combined with data indicating that lower peripheral OT concentrations in late pregnancy predict PPD symptoms (Skrundz et al., 2011) and that women with PPD are more likely to discontinue breastfeeding earlier than non-depressed women (McLearn et al., 2006), these findings imply that OT signaling pathways may play an etiologically relevant role in PPD. Studies in rodents partly revealed the underlying biological mechanisms that link OT signaling pathways to regulation of the HPA-axis. In female prairie voles subjected to an immobilization stressor, intracerebroventricular (i.c.v.) injection of an OTR-antagonist into the PVN blocked the stress buffering effects of social support. Administration of the OTR-antagonist had both behavioral (i.e., more anxiety-like behavior) and neuroendocrine (i.e., more corticosterone) effects (Smith and Wang, 2014). In mice, stimulation of OTRs in the central nucleus of the amygdala activates a GABAergic inhibitory network of neurons within the amygdala, which is consistent with anxiolytic OT effects (Huber et al., 2005). OT also increases activity of inhibitory GABAergic neurons in the PVN (Smith et al., 2016).

Concurrent treatment with a GABA_A-receptor antagonist eliminated OT’s capacity to reduce secretion of corticotropin releasing hormone (CRH) in the PVN and corticosterone in female prairie voles, a finding that has also been shown in rats (Bülbül et al., 2011). Looking at intracellular signaling pathways, i.c.v. infusion of OT significantly delayed CRH transcription in a restraint stress paradigm in male mice (Jurek et al., 2015). This OT effect was mediated through attenuation of nuclear translocation of CREB-regulated transcription coactivator 3, resulting in less CRH-gene transcription, which plausibly would lead to a less pronounced glucocorticoid secretion rate in the adrenal cortex. Taken together, these animal studies provide important insights into biological mechanisms that underlie oxytocinergic modulation of neuroendocrine stress responses and support the widely held view that OT is protective against overshooting responsiveness of the HPA-axis. It remains to be elucidated whether these mechanisms apply to humans as well. If replicated, these findings may have important implications for pharmacological treatment of affective disorders, such as PPD.

**Effects of ELS on OT-HPA interactions:** As outlined above, OT has an important role in the regulation of the endocrine stress response. The experience of sensitive parental care is indispensable for children’s stress-regulation in the first years of life (Gunnar and Donzella, 2002), likely involving actions of OT. Moreover, ELS is associated with higher infant cortisol reactivity, more negative emotionality (Feldman et al., 2009), and deficient OT signaling in social interactions (Wismer Fries et al., 2005). Importantly, effects of ELS-exposure may be long lasting and are reliable predictors for later life MDD (Heim and Binder, 2012), PPD (Meltzer-Brody et al., 2013), dysregulated HPA axis reactivity (Heim et al., 2008), as well as lower CSF (Heim et al., 2009) and plasma (Opacka-Juffry and Mohiyeddini, 2012) OT concentrations. This co-occurrence of ELS-dependent alterations begs the question of whether abnormalities in bi-directional OT-HPA-axis communication may critically shape the relationship between ELS and psychiatric risk in adulthood. Animal models could show that exposure to ELS is associated with lower OTR mRNA expression in the adult amygdala (Hill et al., 2014), rendering it less sensitive to the putative stress protective effects of OT. Human studies show similar ELS-effects. In healthy men with a
history of ELS, OT has a diminished capacity to downregulate cortisol under basal conditions (Meinschmidt and Heim, 2007). The stress-dampening effects of intranasal OT on amygdala reactivity may even be reversed in individuals with ELS-exposure; thus, intranasal OT increased cortisol reactivity and hippocampal deactivation after exposure to acute psychosocial stress only in individuals with ELS-exposure (Grimm et al., 2014). This seemingly paradoxical finding may be explained by the social salience hypothesis (Shamay-Tsoory and Abu-Akel, 2015), which postulates that OT increases the salience of social stimuli. In a situation characterized by social evaluative threat, administration of OT could contribute to increased stress reactivity in individuals that may already have an attentional bias towards threatening cues (i.e., ELS-survivors). The observed effects in humans, although speculative at this point, may be attributable to ELS-associated reductions in OTR sensitivity and/or reduced OTR expression in key nodes of the central stress response.

2.3.2 OT and the Immune System—Excess activity of pro-inflammatory cytokines are assumed to play an etiologically relevant role in MDD (Hodes et al., 2015; Maes et al., 2011; Raison et al., 2006) and also PPD (Corwin et al., 2008; Garfield et al., 2015; Yim et al., 2015). Although not fully understood, CNS inflammatory pathways may interfere with serotonin metabolism, augment glutamatergic activity, and potentiate the activity of the HPA-axis, thereby contributing to depression risk (Miller et al., 2009; Raison et al., 2006). Presence of OTRs on human immune cells suggests that OT plays a role in the neuroendocrine regulation of immunity with mainly anti-inflammatory effects (Wang et al., 2015). For example, administration of OT significantly attenuates lipopolysaccharide-induced production of pro-inflammatory cytokines tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α) and interleukin 6 (IL-6) in serum of healthy human subjects (Clodi et al., 2008) and microglial production of TNF-α and interleukin 1 beta (IL-1β) in mice (Yuan et al., 2016). Considering its anti-inflammatory effects and growing evidence that inflammatory cytokines are involved in the etiology of MDD and PPD, it can be hypothesized that insufficient OT signaling may contribute to depression risk via this pathway (McQuaid et al., 2014). Consistent with this view, socially isolated mice that were treated with OT showed reduced levels of depressive-like behavior and lower expression of IL-1β in the frontal cortex after induction of a nerve injury compared to isolated animals without OT treatment (Norman et al., 2010). Likewise, an OTR antagonist blocked the antidepressant and anti-inflammatory effects of social housing in non-isolated animals. To our knowledge, no study has yet investigated interactions of OT and inflammatory markers in humans in the context of MDD or PPD directly but this may be a pathway worth further investigating in future studies (Garfield et al., 2015; McQuaid et al., 2014).

**Effects of ELS on OT-immune system interactions:** The notion that ELS “programs” a persistent inflammatory phenotype and thereby potentially increases risk for MDD and PPD as well as somatic disorders in adulthood has gained much support (Danese et al., 2008; Garfield et al., 2015). For example, depressed adults who had experienced early maltreatment showed increased markers of inflammation (C-reactive protein) compared to individuals who were not maltreated (Danese et al., 2008). In older subjects, chronic caregiving stress was related to both heightened IL-6 levels and shorter telomere length only in survivors of ELS (Kiecolt-Glaser et al., 2011). Moreover, ELS is a significant predictor of
lipopolysaccharide-stimulated IL-6, decreased glucocorticoid sensitivity (Miller and Chen, 2010), and increased DNA binding of the main inflammatory transcription factor nuclear factor κB in patients who suffer from ELS-associated posttraumatic stress disorder or MDD (Pace et al., 2006; Pace et al., 2012). Whether alterations in the OT-immune cross-talk are involved in the ELS-depression relationship has yet to be established, but certainly yields potential for new insights into the etiology of ELS-associated depression. ELS is associated with both decreased OT signaling (Heim et al., 2009; Opacka-Juffry and Mohiyeddini, 2012) and an increased inflammatory phenotype (Miller et al., 2011) in adults. ELS-related attenuation of OT/OTR mediated inhibition of inflammatory pathways may result in an inflammatory excess to culminate in higher risk of MDD in ELS-affected individuals. On the other hand, an ELS-associated inflammatory milieu may compromise efficient OT signaling, as it has been shown that the inflammatory cytokines IL-1β and IL-6 downregulate OTR mRNA expression in humans (Schmid et al., 2001).


In recent years, common sequence variations in OT pathway genes have attracted considerable attention in research on inter-individual differences in parenting behavior, social cognition, and psychopathologies that are characterized by impairments in social functioning, such as autism spectrum disorders (LoParo and Waldman, 2015) or schizophrenia (Montag et al., 2013). For the OXTR gene, most data exist for 2 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), rs53576 and rs2254298, which are located in intron 3 of the gene. This intron contains enhancer regions, but neither of the SNPs is located directly within these regions, suggesting that they only tag potential functional variants. While these two SNPs are only 2.1 kb apart, their linkage disequilibrium is low with r-squared of 0.028 in European population, indicating that they represent independent genetic information.

A common problem of this candidate gene approach is small effect sizes and poor replicability of genetic main effects. Nevertheless, a finding that showed higher amygdala reactivity after presentation of emotional faces in homozygous G allele carriers of the OXTR rs53576 SNP compared to A allele carriers (Tost et al., 2010) could be directly replicated in an independent sample (Dannlowski et al., 2015), showing the merit of combining functional imaging and genetic techniques. With regard to the scope of the present work, i.e. elaboration of the role of the endogenous OT system as a pathway of intergenerational transmission of maternal ELS, it is important to acknowledge that individual genetic differences in OT pathway genes may modify the association between ELS experience and OT-associated phenotypes, such as parenting behavior or psychiatric risk. Therefore, the focus here will be on gene-environment (G*E) interaction studies; an overview of genetic main effects that are relevant to the proposed theoretical framework is provided in supplemental Table 1 (Table S1). In addition to gene-environment interactions, epigenetic modifications in OT pathway genes and genes that interfere with OTR mRNA expression may represent a possible mechanism of how ELS effects may endure over years to impact psychosocial functioning in adults. The following section therefore provides a summary of
studies that show a) G*E interactions (focusing on ELS as the environmental variation) and b) epigenetic modifications in OT pathway genes that are relevant for the understanding of maternal ELS-transmission.

3.1 Gene-Environment Interactions in OT Pathway Genes Relevant for the Intergenerational Transmission of Maternal ELS

**Rs53576**—First evidence for a G*E interaction including OT pathway genes was found in a large sample of low SES, African American participants (Bradley et al., 2011). *OXTR* rs53576 GG homozygous subjects who experienced three or more types of severe ELS were at higher risk for adult emotional dysregulation and a disorganized attachment style than A allele carriers, indicating a higher susceptibility to ELS in G allele homozygotes. This finding was partly replicated in a sample of university students (McQuaid et al., 2013). Only rs53576 G allele carriers (AG/GG) who experienced high levels of ELS reported more depressive symptoms than AA homozygous subjects. Among G allele carriers this association was mediated by subjective ratings of interpersonal distrust. Support for this higher sensitivity to a dysfunctional or stressful social environment in rs53576 G allele carriers was further substantiated by both observational (Burkhouse et al., 2015; Dannlowski et al., 2015; Hostinar et al., 2014; Smearman et al., 2015; Sturge-Apple et al., 2012; Windle and Mrug, 2015) and experimental studies (Chen et al., 2011; McQuaid et al., 2015; Norman et al., 2012). As examples of observational studies, it could be shown that rs53576 GG homozygous subjects with ELS exposure have a smaller bilateral volume of the ventral striatum, a key structure of the dopaminergic nigrostriatal pathway (Dannlowski et al., 2015) which is implicated in both depression risk (Nestler and Carlezon, 2006) and parenting behavior (Strathearn et al., 2009). Moreover, GG homozygous adolescents with ELS reported significantly lower social support as well as higher internalizing problems compared to A allele carriers (Hostinar et al., 2014). Similarly, GG homozygous adolescent girls as opposed to A allele carrying girls reported substantially more depressive symptoms after the experience of parental divorce (Windle and Mrug, 2015). Experimental studies applying standardized laboratory stress protocols also support the assumed higher sensitivity to the social environment in GG allele carriers, suggesting that the rs53576 G allele may be thought of as a plasticity allele. Men carrying the G allele were more likely to exhibit an attenuated cortisol response to a public speaking challenge when receiving social support (Chen et al., 2011), whereas A allele homozygotes appeared to be resistant to the stress-buffering effect of social support. Finally, in an experimental manipulation of social exclusion, only G allele homozygous women reported reduced self-esteem compared to participants who were not excluded, indicating a higher rejection sensitivity in GG women (McQuaid et al., 2015). Concordantly, excluded GG carriers’ systolic blood pressure remained elevated during the game and 30 minutes thereafter, and excluded GG carriers also had higher cortisol levels than included GG individuals.

A very informative G*E interaction in the prediction of maternal parenting found that rs53576 GG mothers exhibit differential maternal sensitivity towards their 2-year old children, varying as a function of inter-parental conflict (Sturge-Apple et al., 2012). Specifically, G allele homozygous women under high marital strain were less sensitive in interaction with their offspring than A allele mothers, whereas under conditions of low
marital conflict this pattern reversed – GG allele mothers were more sensitive than their A allele counterparts, a finding that is consistent with the concept of differential susceptibility to the environment (Belsky and Pluess, 2009).

Another study investigated the role of children’s rs53576 genotype in detecting emotional facial expressions (Burkhouse et al., 2015). A significant G*E interaction emerged in the way that GG homozygous children whose mothers had had at least one episode of MDD during the child’s lifetime were better at detecting sad faces and worse in detecting happy faces. Importantly, this result remained significant after controlling for children’s own affective symptoms. One may speculate that this genotype-dependent attentional bias towards emotional cues that are congruent with maternal depression may make these children more prone to develop depressive symptoms themselves.

Together, these studies suggest a higher sensitivity to the effects of ELS exposure and current psychosocial stress, especially in homozygous G allele carriers of OXTR rs53576. Sometimes, however, the presence of at least one copy of the G allele is sufficient to demonstrate this higher environmental sensitivity. Replication in larger samples is thus warranted to test whether these allele load dependent effects can vary across different exposure conditions and contexts. Overall, this SNP may represent a genetic component that can contribute to the intergenerational transmission of the effects of stressful experiences.

It must be acknowledged however that not all findings support the notion of OXTR rs53576 G allele carriers being more sensitive to the social environment (Hammen et al., 2015; McInnis et al., 2015; Thompson et al., 2014). For instance, OXTR rs53576 moderated the relationship between exposure to maternal depression in childhood and depressive symptoms at age 15 years (Thompson et al., 2014). Presence of at least one A allele conferred higher risk to depressive symptoms in individuals whose mothers reported at least one episode of MDD during the child’s lifetime. There is also evidence for a differential susceptibility to develop symptoms of Borderline personality disorder (BPD) at age 20 in response to family quality in adolescence (Hammen et al., 2015). Under conditions of low familial constraint, presence of at least one A allele was associated with lower BPD symptoms compared to G allele homozygous participants, whereas under high family discord A allele carriers were more likely to develop more severe BPD symptoms than G allele homozygotes. These two studies (Hammen et al., 2015; Thompson et al., 2014) that found A allele carriers of the rs53576 SNP to be more susceptible to environmental variation do not discuss inconsistencies with studies in support of G allele carriers being more susceptible, which impedes the formulation of general conclusions. Together, the majority of findings clearly supports the G allele being associated with higher environmental sensitivity and consequently the G allele of the rs53576 SNP may be more accurately described as a plasticity allele. To address the reported inconsistencies, replication of findings with this polymorphism in larger samples is needed in future investigations.

Rs2254298—A study investigating the role of the OXTR rs2254298 genotype in the etiology of anxiety and depression in adolescent girls revealed evidence for a G*E interaction within an intergenerational transmission perspective (Thompson et al., 2011). Compared to GG homozygous girls, girls carrying the heterozygous A/G genotype were
more susceptible to developing symptoms of depression and anxiety if their mothers had a history of recurrent MDD. Recently, an fMRI study in juveniles provided evidence for possible biological underpinnings that confer an increased risk in A allele carriers after ELS (Marusak et al., 2015). At a structural and functional level of analysis, it could be shown that A allele carriers had higher bilateral amygdala gray matter volume and higher amygdala activation when viewing pictures of emotional faces. Interestingly, there was a positive correlation between number of stressful life events and amygdala reactivity in A allele carriers only. Similar to the rs53576 G allele carriers, rs2254298 A allele carriers may be more attuned to selectively focus on socially relevant cues in their environment, which could place them at higher risk for the development of psychopathology, consistent with common diathesis-stress concepts. It has been proposed, however, that it may be more accurate to conceptualize the rs225498 A allele as a plasticity allele, which means that A allele carriers might be more susceptible to both favorable as well as adverse social environments, for better or for worse (Brüne, 2012). This hypothesis needs further support from future investigations.

**Other SNPs**—Despite the prominent focus on these two candidate gene variants of the OXTR (rs53576 and rs225498) (Kumsta and Heinrichs, 2013), there is also evidence for the moderating effects of other SNPs in OT pathway genes that may help to better understand how environmental exposures might affect individuals differently. A sequence variation in the OXT gene (rs2740210, A/C) has been shown to interact with maternal ELS to predict postpartum depression (PPD) and breastfeeding duration in two independent samples (Jonas et al., 2013). Mothers homozygous for the C allele tended to discontinue breastfeeding much earlier when they were exposed to ELS than women who carried the protective A allele. Likewise, CC homozygous mothers were more vulnerable to the long-term effects of ELS with regard to development of PPD symptoms at six months postpartum. Moreover, only in CC homozygous individuals, the association of ELS and breastfeeding duration was mediated by maternal depression. Another study could indirectly replicate and extend this finding (Mileva-Seitz et al., 2013), as maternal ELS in interaction with rs2740210, but also with OXT rs4813627 (A/G), predicted maternal PPD. CC (rs2740210) homozygous and GG (rs4813627) homozygous mothers exposed to ELS reported significantly more depressive symptoms at 6 months postpartum compared to A allele carriers of the respective SNPs. Somewhat counterintuitively, there was also a negative association between maternal ELS and maternal instrumental care in mothers homozygous for these genotypes; i.e., homozygous mothers (CC, GG) with ELS-exposure displayed more instrumental care towards their children compared to women exposed to low ELS. In this study, the mother-child interaction had been designed to minimize instrumental care behaviors (e.g., cleaning the child) and elicit spontaneous free play. This may indicate that women with a more susceptible genotype and adverse early experiences may have more difficulties engaging in spontaneous free play and rely on more structured and instrumental caregiving. Additionally, a significant genetic main effect of both SNPs on maternal behavior emerged. CC (rs2740210) and GG (rs4813627) mothers vocalized significantly longer towards their children compared to A allele carrying women. Both SNPs showing association in the OXT gene are located in the 5′ upstream region, either in the potential promoter region or an upstream enhancer. Variation in another rare OXTR SNP (rs139832701, G/T) has been shown to be...
associated with increased risk for anxiety, stress, and depression in individuals with a history of ELS exposure (Myers et al., 2014) but risk alleles have not been specified. This SNP, like rs53576 and rs2254298, is located in close proximity to the other two SNPs in intron 3, but also only has low linkage disequilibrium with them (r-squared below 0.06 for both). Finally, a study by Wade et al. (Wade et al., 2015) revealed a significant interaction between children’s OXTR rs11131149 (A/G) genotype and maternal sensitivity in predicting social-cognitive abilities (Theory of Mind; ToM) in 4.5 years old children. More precisely, children carrying one or two copies of the G allele (AG or GG) performed significantly better in the ToM test with increasing amounts of maternal sensitivity. Of note, the interaction of maternal sensitivity and child genotype accounted for 26% of variance in ToM scores among children, which compared to other studies is a remarkably large effect.

In summary, these findings hold the promise to better understand how genetic polymorphisms in OT pathway genes may interact with environmental factors (e.g., ELS; maternal sensitivity) to explain individual differences in a wide array of phenotypic outcomes that could potentially impact parent-offspring interactions for better or worse. At the molecular level, however, there is still a lack of knowledge on the functional significance of genetic variation of the OXTR. Thus, elucidation of the molecular mechanisms linked to specific gene variants would meaningfully extend our current understanding of genotype-phenotype associations. Importantly, when generating hypotheses about OT-associated intergenerational transmission pathways, it must be kept in mind that both parental and offspring characteristics (e.g., genotype) have to be considered. Moreover, there is ample evidence for gene-environment interactions, polygenic interactions (epistasis), or epigenetic mechanisms in other target genes that would be relevant for the proposed framework, but could not be considered separately because this would exceed the scope of this review. A recent review on intergenerational transmission of stress in humans summarizes some other relevant target genes, e.g., NR3CI or SLC6A4 (Bowers and Yehuda, 2016) and another study (Beaver and Belsky, 2012) exemplifies how a combination of multiple genes (DAT1, DRD2, DRD4, and 5HTTLPR) in interaction with early experiences predicts parenting behaviors in adulthood.

3.2 Epigenetic Modifications in OT Pathway Genes Relevant for the Intergenerational Transmission of Maternal ELS

In addition to sequence variations in OT pathway genes, epigenetic modifications of the OXTR gene have recently attracted considerable attention in clinical, behavioral, and cognitive neurosciences (Kumsta et al., 2013) and have been associated with different phenotypes including maternal PPD (Bell et al., 2015; Kimmel et al., 2016), amygdala reactivity (Puglia et al., 2015), autism (Gregory et al., 2009), and social anxiety disorder (Ziegler et al., 2015) amongst others. Briefly, epigenetics encompasses a set of biochemical modifications of genome function (e.g., histone modifications, DNA methylation, or the effects of small non-coding RNAs, e.g., micro RNAs) that interfere with transcriptional or translational events and can therefore regulate gene expression. These epigenetic modifications occur without sequential variation. Epigenetic control of gene expression is highly responsive to environmental influences such as ELS, especially during developmentally sensitive periods in early life, as has been shown in rodents (Champagne,
2008; Meaney, 2001; Weaver et al., 2004) and humans (McGowan et al., 2009). DNA methylation, i.e., the attachment of methyl groups \((\text{CH}_3)\) to the 5-carbon position of cytosine, which typically occurs at so-called CpG dinucleotides where a cytosine base is followed by a guanine base, generally results in gene silencing and is the only epigenetic modification of the human OXTR gene studied to date. Animal studies revealed differential DNA methylation patterns within specific genes that are implied in stress-regulation (e.g., the GR coding gene) as a result of natural variations in early maternal care. These modifications appear to be highly persistent throughout the life span but are potentially reversible (Meaney, 2010; Weaver et al., 2004). Despite these well-established long-term effects of ELS on epigenetic regulation of specific genes, evidence for the stability of ELS-associated DNA methylation patterns across different developmental stages is lacking. This is a critical limitation in the current literature, especially considering the evidence for dynamic epigenetic variation that occurs for example during episodes of acute psychosocial stress in human subjects (Unternaehrer et al., 2012). Future studies with serial assessments of epigenetic modifications in association with environmental variation will need to provide further insight into the stability of epigenetic changes.

In animal models of non-genetic intergenerational transmission of maternal parenting behaviors (Champagne, 2008), experience-dependent differential methylation of the estrogen receptor \(\alpha\) gene has been shown to be associated with observable differences in maternal parenting. The E-activated ER\(\alpha\) acts as a transcription factor at an estrogen-response element in the rat Oxtr gene, thereby upregulating OTR mRNA expression in brain regions that are critically involved in maternal behavior such as the MPOA. Low maternal care in early life results in higher methylation of the ER\(\alpha\) gene with downstream silencing effects on Oxtr gene transcription in adult animals. This effect was also found in the first generation of female offspring that has not been directly exposed (F2 generation), i.e., before conception of the F0 dam. This transmission therefore represents a true \textit{transgenerational transmission}, as opposed to an intergenerational transmission, where the subsequent generation is directly exposed (see: Klengel, Dias, & Ressler, 2015 for review). An interesting study by Beery et al. (2015), directly investigated Oxtr methylation in that animal model. The authors compared DNA methylation of that locus in peripheral blood cells and the hippocampus, striatum, and hypothalamus in off-spring of high vs. low licking mothers. They observed Oxtr gene methylation differences depending on maternal care in peripheral blood but not any of the brain tissues and suggest that inferences across tissues are not supported for individual variation in Oxtr methylation. These findings need to be kept in mind when interpreting human studies investigating peripheral tissues.

Initial evidence of OXTR gene DNA methylation and its implications for gene expression in humans was obtained in hepatic cell cultures (Kusui et al., 2001). Hypermethylation of the OXTR promoter including a CpG rich region (CpG island spanning from −2860 to +1342 bases relative to the transcription start site) reduced OTR mRNA expression by approximately 70%. Methylation-induced downregulation of the OTR was also confirmed in \textit{post mortem} cortical brain tissue of male patients with autism spectrum disorders (Gregory et al., 2009). Two recent studies revealed a role for OXTR DNA methylation in peripheral blood cells to predict risk for PPD (Bell et al., 2015; Kimmel et al., 2016). GG homozygous (rs53576) women, who were not depressed during pregnancy had an almost 3-fold risk
to develop PPD for every 10% increase of DNA methylation at a CpG dinucleotide located on intron 1, 934 basepairs upstream of the translation start site (CpG −934) compared to A allele carriers. Hypermethylation of this specific CpG has been shown to be associated with reduced OTR expression in the cortex of deceased autism patients (Gregory et al., 2009), suggesting that hypermethylation measured in peripheral tissue of this specific CpG may partly reflect OTR expression regulation in brain tissue (Bell et al., 2015). In contrast, another study found lower OXTR DNA methylation in an intronic region (cg 12695586) in women with high depressive symptoms both pre- and postpartum compared to women with PPD symptoms only (Kimmel et al., 2016). However, this study has important methodological weaknesses including very small sample sizes, and therefore replication of these findings is warranted to further clarify the role of OXTR DNA methylation in the etiology of PPD. In another sample of women, DNA methylation of OXTR exon 1 obtained from leukocytes was lower in non-pregnant women with depression compared to healthy control subjects, but only in individuals homozygous for the rs53576 G allele (Reiner et al., 2015). Moreover, there was a significant main effect of rs53576 genotype on OXTR exon 2 methylation – women carrying the A allele had significantly higher methylation status than GG homozygous individuals. Importantly, there is evidence that early maternal care is associated with differential methylation of regions in the OXTR gene of adults (Unternaehrer et al., 2015). In one target sequence positioned at exon 3 of the OXTR gene, there was a negative association between maternal care and blood-derived OXTR DNA-methylation levels. Effects of maternal care were small, however, and phenotypic differences (i.e., higher depression risk) that could link these differentially methylated regions to variation in observable behavior were not assessed. It has been recently shown that increased peripheral blood cell OXTR promoter methylation at CpG −934 is correlated with higher amygdala reactivity and also with lower functional connectivity between right amygdala and brain areas involved in emotion regulation (cingulate and orbitofrontal cortex), suggesting an inhibition of top-down regulation of the amygdala (Puglia et al., 2015). This finding provides first evidence of the predictive value of peripheral OXTR methylation in explaining variability of functional alterations in brain areas that are key in modulation of affective states.

In conclusion, these studies suggest that epigenetic modifications of the OXTR gene may have etiological relevance in PPD, MDD, ASD, or brain activity patterns underlying higher threat salience, stress reactivity, or intrusive parenting (increased amygdala activity). DNA methylation of the OXTR gene may be moderated by environmental contingencies, like poor maternal care in childhood (Beery et al., 2015; Unternaehrer et al., 2015), and genotype (Bell et al., 2015). However, comparability between studies is difficult because they differ greatly in target sequences and partly show effects that are not in the expected direction. Moreover, with one exception (Gregory et al., 2009), these studies did not quantify OTR mRNA expression levels varying as a function of methylation status; thus the biological significance of the observed methylation changes is not addressed. Another important limitation of this body of literature is that it has exclusively focused on DNA methylation of the OXTR gene. Other epigenetic mechanisms, such as histone modifications or epigenetic modifications of other target genes including the protein-coding OT gene, are thus needed to further our understanding of epigenetic regulation in the OT/OTR system. Lastly, the
unresolved issue of how meaningful peripherally derived methylation patterns are with respect to brain activity and consequently behavior and psychiatric risk remains controversial. Epigenetic changes are highly tissue specific and only a subset of DNA methylation changes show cross-tissue correlation between peripheral tissues and the brain (Davies et al., 2012; Farré et al., 2015; Hannon et al., 2015). Taken together, it would be premature to draw general conclusions from the reported findings. Nevertheless, based on the exciting initial empirical evidence (Bell et al., 2015; Kimmel et al., 2016; Puglia et al., 2015), epigenetic modifications of the OXTR gene clearly deserve further attention when considering the role of OT-related intergenerational transmission pathways in the future.

4. OT Pathways in the Intergenerational Transmission of Maternal ELS

During Pregnancy and Postnatal Life

Above, an overview has been provided of how ELS may have sustained effects on brain OT networks that constitute neural substrates for depression and parenting. Furthermore, empirical evidence was summarized in support of the contributing role of individual genetic variations and epigenetic modifications in OT pathway genes to the intergenerational transmission of maternal ELS. Building on this empirical evidence, a framework will be presented that intends to integrate these findings to help explain how alterations in the maternal OT system, which is susceptible to her early life experience, contribute to the intergenerational transmission of maternal ELS during sensitive developmental periods in the next generation’s lifetime. As a powerful modulator of social interactions and mother-infant bonding, it appears logical to primarily comprehend OT pathways of intergenerational transmission of maternal ELS as mainly occurring in the early postnatal period of life. However, we will argue that OT-related transmission processes of maternal ELS may already occur during the time of pregnancy. ELS-associated decreases in peripheral and central OT may have an effect on mediators of MPF stress biology (e.g., HPA axis and immune system) and could therefore affect fetal development in utero. Also, OT is able to pass the placenta (Malek et al., 1996) and may thus serve as a signal to the fetus of (early) maternal experiences and the quality of the postnatal environment. There is also evidence suggesting that parenting behavior and risk for PPD is already prepared for during pregnancy through alterations in OT pathways (Feldman et al., 2007; Skрудэн et al., 2011), and it is plausible to assume that gestational oxytocinergic adaptations mediate the link between ELS and postnatal maternal behavior. Although some of these assumptions may appear speculative at this point due to a lack of empirical evidence, these tentative prenatal OT pathways may partly determine aspects of the postnatal mother-child interaction and should therefore be considered in future research.

4.1 Transmission of Maternal ELS during the Prenatal Period and the Role of OT

4.1.1 OT modulation of MPF stress physiology, Trans-Placental OT Signaling, and Programming the fetal OT system—The prenatal period represents a particularly sensitive developmental period, during which plasticity to environmental conditions is high (Gluckman and Hanson, 2004). Accumulating evidence suggests that exposure to maternal stress during intrauterine life may result in an increased propensity of the offspring to develop behavioral or emotional problems (Buss et al., 2012), as well as cognitive
developmental delays (Bergman et al., 2007; Buss et al., 2011; Glover, 2015). Importantly, these prenatally programmed offspring phenotypes may also influence the mothers’ reaction to the child, an aspect of the reciprocal mother-offspring relationship that is oftentimes underestimated. The mechanisms through which information about pre-conceptional and gestational stressors are conveyed to the fetus likely include MPF stress biology (Entringer et al., 2015). Given the fact that ELS-exposed individuals show marked alterations in stress responsive systems such as the HPA axis (Heim et al., 2008) and the immune system (Pace et al., 2012), it is highly plausible that these conditions may extend to the gestational period and provide cues about maternal ELS to her unborn child and shape its developmental trajectory. Some preliminary evidence supports the notion that MPF endocrine stress biology is altered in the context of maternal ELS. It has been shown that ELS-exposure predicts alterations of placental CRH (Moog et al., 2015) and cortisol concentrations in saliva (Bublitz and Stroud, 2012) and hair (Schreier et al., 2015) during pregnancy. As discussed earlier, OT has the potential to down-regulate HPA-axis mediators and an ELS-associated lower OT activity and/or reduced OTR sensitivity may partly explain the elevated cortisol levels in pregnant women. Moreover, considering the anti-inflammatory properties of OT, ELS-associated deficiencies in OT signaling could favor a pro-inflammatory phenotype in pregnant women. Evidence from animal studies and epidemiological data suggest that in utero exposure to higher levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines may alter fetal brain development and is associated with higher risk for neurodevelopmental disorders such as autism or schizophrenia (Estes and McAllister, 2016).

Importantly, OT itself was shown to pass the placental barrier by means of passive diffusion in vitro (Malek et al., 1996) to potentially participate in fetal brain development and could therefore constitute a possible mother-to-fetus signaling pathway conveying information to the fetus about (early) maternal experiences and the quality of the postnatal environment. However, others could not confirm OT passage across the placenta in vivo (Patient et al., 1999). Moreover, in addition to the placenta, OT degrading placental leucine aminopeptidase and the fetal blood-brain barrier may only permit a small fraction of maternal OT to reach the fetal brain. Thus, more research on the mechanisms, determinants (e.g., maternal ELS, placental enzyme activity), and effects (e.g., fetal brain development) of trans-placental OT signaling is needed to establish a role for this possible intergenerational maternal-to-fetal communication pathway.

Bearing in mind the pronounced counter-regulatory interactions of the HPA-axis mediators with OT neural circuits, one could also hypothesize that prenatal exposure to high concentrations of glucocorticoids or pro-inflammatory cytokines, as a correlate of maternal ELS, may alter the developmental trajectory of the fetal brain, including the fetal oxytocinergic system and may consequently affect postnatal attachment. Not taking into account maternal ELS, there is preliminary evidence that supports the programming effects of maternal stress on the newborn OT system. For example, higher prenatal risk (e.g., maternal psychopathology, drug use) has been shown to be associated with higher OXTR exon 2 methylation at birth in a subset of individuals with low internalizing symptoms (Cecil et al., 2014). This higher DNA methylation at birth in turn was positively correlated with callous unemotional traits at age 13 years, a condition that is characterized by strong impairments in psychosocial functioning such as low empathy and a lack of guilt. Another
recent report revealed that higher maternal psychological (depressive symptoms) and biological (cortisol) stress during pregnancy was negatively associated with OXTR exon 3 methylation in fetal cord blood (Unternaehrer et al., 2016). Assuming that this lower methylation implies higher OTR expression, this would suggest a counter-regulatory epigenetic mechanism in newborns exposed to high levels of intrauterine stress. Despite the contradictory nature of these reports and the difference of targeted OXTR genomic loci, these findings indicate that maternal prenatal stress, which is highly prevalent in ELS-survivors, via fetal OXTR methylation may prepare the developing fetus for a postnatal environment characterized by low maternal care, PPD, or both. It is now crucial to extend these finding by incorporating the influence of maternal ELS.

4.1.2 Maternal oxytocinergic adaptations during pregnancy—Major adaptations in the maternal OT/OTR system already occur during the time of pregnancy to optimally prepare for motherhood (Brunton and Russell, 2008; Hillerer et al., 2014). Through a complex inhibitory mechanism including actions of progesterone, its neuroactive metabolite allopregnanolone, and endogenous opioids, OT-release from magnocellular neurons is restrained throughout pregnancy. This inhibitory mechanism allows the storage of large amounts of OT in neurohypophyseal large dense-core vesicles necessary to induce labor and immediate postpartum onset of maternal behaviors while simultaneously preventing premature onset of uterus contractions. In addition to hypothalamic OT accumulation, rodent studies show that central OTRs are upregulated during the gestational period (Bealer et al., 2006; Meddle et al., 2007; Young et al., 1997) in brain areas known to be involved in maternal behavior such as the PVN, SON, BNST, and the MPOA. This gestational “priming” of the central maternal attachment system to prepare for onset of maternal behavior immediately after birth is sensitive to the effects of E and could be affected by ELS-exposure (Champagne, 2008). Considering the highly E-dependent upregulation of OTRs during the gestational period, we hypothesize that via ELS-associated epigenetic modifications (DNA methylation) of estrogen-responsive loci in the OTR-gene, the OT/OTR system lacks sufficient E-induced upregulation during late gestation in ELS-exposed women. Via this pathway, ELS may contribute to maternal risk for PPD and suboptimal parenting behavior. To our knowledge, to date there is no available data in humans that would directly support the claim of ELS-associated alterations of maternal OT adaptations during gestation. Phenotypically however and regardless of ELS, inter-individual differences in patterns of plasma OT during the gestational period are associated with differences in maternal-fetal attachment (Levine et al., 2007), mother-infant bonding (Feldman et al., 2007), and risk for PPD (Skrundz et al., 2011). These studies are consistent with the assumed antidepressant and attachment-facilitating effects of OT. Accordingly, women at risk for PPD exhibit lower OT plasma concentrations during pregnancy than women who are not at risk for PPD (Skrundz et al., 2011). Moreover, plasma OT concentrations during pregnancy are a positive predictor of certain maternal behaviors that support attachment formation such as child-directed gaze and affectionate touch (Feldman et al., 2007). Finally, Levine et al. (2007) reported that women with an increase of OT during gestation scored higher on a measure of maternal-fetal attachment compared to those women that either showed a decrease or a stable pattern of OT concentrations throughout pregnancy.
To conclude, there is convincing preliminary evidence that already during pregnancy, fetal and maternal OT/OTR adaptations occur to facilitate maternal-child bonding or to predict the risk to develop PPD and offspring socio-behavioral problems. It remains to be studied whether these adaptations are altered in the context of maternal ELS. In light of the findings of ELS-associated alterations in OT pathways in non-pregnant women (e.g., lower CSF-OT), it should be investigated in future studies whether these alterations extend to the gestational period and may therefore represent prenatal OT associated intergenerational transmission pathways of maternal ELS.

4.2 Transmission of Maternal ELS during the Postnatal Period and the Role of OT

At early stages in the postpartum period, the formation of selective and enduring interpersonal bonds between a mother and her newborn is the basis of healthy, normative child development (Bowlby, 1977; Bowlby, 1980). Critical for the successful establishment of this attachment is the mother’s ability to adequately use a behavioral repertoire, which includes child-directed gaze, affectionate touch, “motherese” vocalizations, establishment of physical proximity, and the expression of positive affect. The readiness of the mother to adapt her own behavior to the child’s state during episodes of dyadic interaction enables reciprocal bio-behavioral synchrony (Feldman, 2012; Feldman, 2015b) between the mother and child. Briefly, this synchrony refers to the temporally coordinated activity of social behaviors (e.g., social gaze) and biological processes during social contact. Experience of such synchrony is fundamentally important for social and emotional growth in children (Feldman, 2015b) and critically depends on OT (Apter-Levi et al., 2014; Atzil et al., 2011; Feldman et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2014). For instance, the increase of maternal plasma OT levels following interaction with her child predicts maternal infant-directed gaze (Kim et al., 2014), thereby facilitating the perception of infant social cues, a necessary prerequisite to react promptly and adequately to these cues. Moreover, only under conditions of high affective synchrony do parents and children show concordance of their saliva OT concentrations (Feldman et al., 2010). No such endocrine coupling occurs in low-synchrony parent-infant dyads. Compared to non-maltreated mothers, ELS-exposed mothers exhibit less sensitivity (Mielke et al., 2016), more hostility (Collishaw et al., 2007; Rijlaarsdam et al., 2014), more rejection (Miranda et al., 2013) and higher intrusiveness (Zvara et al., 2015) towards their children. In other words, ELS-exposed mothers may have greater difficulties to elicit bio-behavioral synchrony in interaction with their children. These findings imply that neural circuits in the maternal brain that involve OT signaling and support sensitive parenting, as well as emergence of bio-behavioral synchrony, might be critically altered in ELS survivors (also see chapter 2.2.1). In the case of maternal depression, which is highly prevalent in ELS survivors, bio-behavioral synchrony is lower than in non-depressed mothers (Feldman et al., 2009), possibly due a tendency of the depressed mother to withdraw from the interaction. Accordingly, depressed mothers present with lower baseline concentrations of OT and lower OT responses following interaction with their children (Pratt et al., 2015). Interestingly, children of depressed mothers also exhibit lower baseline concentrations of OT and lower OT responses following social interaction. This intergenerational transmission of OT deficiency in children of depressed mothers corresponds to impairments in important psychosocial domains such as reduced empathy or lower readiness to engage in social interactions (Apter-Levy et al., 2014), as well as poor
emotion regulation and increased cortisol reactivity (Feldman et al., 2009). As shown here, ELS-associated asynchrony in mother-child interactions represents a promising approach to investigate OT postnatal pathways of intergenerational transmission of maternal ELS.

5. Methodological Challenges, Future Directions and Translational Implications

The reviewed evidence pertaining to OT/OTR pathways in the intergenerational transmission of maternal ELS can be considered preliminary. We are fully aware of common statistical (e.g., small effects, poor replication rates) methodological (e.g., intranasal OT), and biological limitations (peripheral vs. central DNA-methylation) associated with studying OT/OTR pathways in humans that have already been discussed above. Moreover, most human studies rely on plasma OT concentrations for the prediction of behavioral phenotypes, assuming that these peripherally derived measures reflect central OT concentrations. This basic premise has been challenged by studies showing that there is no correlation between plasma and CSF OT concentrations (Altemus et al., 2004; Kagerbauer et al., 2013), but confirmed by others, which found significant between-compartment correlations (Carson et al., 2015). Divergent findings like these, whose clarification is pivotal for advancement of behavioral and psychiatric neuroendocrinology, may partly result from methodological heterogeneity, which leads to an issue of particular concern. Reliability and validity of widely-used commercially available immunoassays to quantify peripheral OT concentrations have been put into question (McCullough et al., 2013). Across studies, the reported peripheral OT concentrations are highly variable depending on the applied methods, with values ranging from < 10 to over 1200 pg/ml (Brandtzaeg et al., 2016; McCullough et al., 2013). Thus, there is an urgent need to standardize OT assay protocols to guarantee high-quality research, which is indispensable for obtaining meaningful results as well as reliability and comparability between studies. In light of these concerns, we advocate a critical awareness when interpreting studies in the realm of human OT research.

Nevertheless, animal research strongly supports the notion of inter- and transgenerational effects of adverse early life experience that crucially involve OT pathways (Champagne, 2008). Moreover, a highly relevant study in rodents recently showed that a polymorphism in the Oxtr gene explains a large proportion of variance in accumbal OTR expression, which is known to be functionally relevant for attachment formation and parenting (King et al., 2015). A recent human study by Dannlowski et al. (2015) identified an ELS-associated reduction in bilateral gray matter volume of the ventral striatum. Intriguingly, this brain area is known to be involved in parenting behavior and depression risk, and the ELS-associated structural alterations were only present in individuals with a susceptible genotype (OXTR rs53576 GG), thus providing an example of a promising approach for the elucidation of intergenerational transmission of maternal ELS in humans. As a consequence of the complexity of developmental processes and genetic factors that mediate and/or moderate the intergenerational transmission of maternal ELS, future investigations would benefit from longitudinal research designs, beginning during the gestational period, with frequent postnatal follow-up assessments during critical developmental periods until adulthood, in clinical and non-clinical populations and adopt mechanism-based research strategies to...
answer the question of how and when specific transmission processes occur. Such longitudinal observational studies in the parental and offspring generation should be accompanied by examination of post mortem brain tissue to shed light on genotype-specific and methylation-associated brain OTR expression profiles helping to validate psychiatric and behavioral genetics and epigenetics to substantially increase translational significance and acceptance.

Given the described insufficient OT signaling in depressed pregnant and postpartum women, intranasal OT administration has been discussed as a possible psychopharmacological treatment to ameliorate symptoms and maternal parenting behaviors. Clinical trials, however, have produced inconsistent results (Mah, 2016), and sometimes acute OT administration aggravated depressive symptoms (Mah et al., 2013) in postpartum women. Moreover, compared to placebo control, OT-treated women with PPD describe their children as being more difficult (Mah et al., 2013) and do not show beneficial effects on sensitive parenting behavior towards their children, but in contrary would use rather harsh parenting after hearing infant cry sounds (Mah et al., 2016). Also, synthetic intravenous OT, which is widely used in obstetrics to induce uterus contractions during parturition, was positively correlated with depression and anxiety symptoms at two months postpartum (Gu et al., 2015). Even more discouraging are animal studies that find no beneficial and at times even detrimental effects of chronic central or intranasal administration of OT. Chronic i.c.v. injection of high OT doses in mice produced higher anxiety-like behavior in a social stress paradigm, which was paralleled by reductions in OTR binding in various brain areas (e.g., amygdala, septum) relevant for stress-regulation (Peters et al., 2014). Similarly, chronic intranasal OT treatment resulted in a reduction of social behaviors and concurrent reductions of OTR binding in the nAcc, amygdala, and anterior olfactory nucleus amongst other brain regions (Huang et al., 2014). Moreover, in a mouse model of ASD, chronic intranasal OT administration did not lead to improvements in social behaviors (Bales et al., 2014). Lastly, exposure to ELS seems to alleviate or even reverse the presumed beneficial effects of intranasal OT treatment in humans (Bakermans-Kranenburg and Van Ijzendoorn, 2013; Grimm et al., 2014). Thus, premature use of intranasal OT as a long-term stand-alone treatment or as adjunctive pharmacotherapy in combination with psychotherapy in women with PPD and parenting difficulties that both may be a result of maternal ELS-exposure is potentially harmful to both mother and offspring.

It would also be highly informative to test whether treatment effects differ depending on OXTR genotype, thus empirically probing assumptions of differential susceptibility (see section 3.1). Given the empirical evidence in support of greater susceptibility to environmental exposures in individuals with certain OXTR gene polymorphisms (e.g., rs53576G), these individuals may also profit more from therapeutic interventions. For example, it was shown that rs53576 G allele carriers are more susceptible to develop depression after ELS exposure (McQuaid et al., 2013), but are also the ones who profit more from social support under acute psychosocial stress (Chen et al., 2011). As an example, Wilker et al. (2014) have shown in a sample of war survivors that a SNP in a stress-related gene (FK506-binding protein 51) moderates long-term effectiveness of an exposure-based therapy for posttraumatic stress disorder. Identifying genetic factors that moderate treatment responsiveness would help better identify women who have problems bonding with their
children and with PPD and who would be more responsive to the effects of psychotherapy or other intervention strategies. From a public health perspective, there is now a growing awareness that the time around birth is a highly sensitive period for the mother and offspring with a comparatively high risk for maternal depression. Thus, the US Preventive Services Task Force published a recommendation statement to routinely screen pregnant and postpartum women for depression in primary care settings (Siu et al., 2016). This development is encouraging and necessary, bearing in mind the potential consequences and costs of maternal depression for the affected women, their children, and their families. Reliable and well-validated screening instruments for the identification of women at risk like the Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale (Cox et al., 1987) are available, and so are different targeted intervention strategies such as psychotherapy and parental education programs for antenatal and postpartum depression (Dennis and Hodnett, 2007; Dennis et al., 2007; Shaw et al., 2006). A better understanding of the biological underpinnings of gestational and postpartum depression would provide further targets for intervention.

6. Summary

The goal of the present work is to develop a framework of biological pathways in the intergenerational transmission of maternal ELS in humans that emphasizes the role of the OT/OTR system (see Figure 1). A summary of evidence is provided that shows that the OT/OTR system interacts with stress-related neuroendocrine and inflammatory pathways and is sensitive to environmental exposures (e.g., ELS). In addition, OT is a major modulator in neural circuits underlying parenting behaviors, attachment, stress reactivity, and risk for psychiatric disorders such as PPD. Emerging evidence of genetic variations in OT pathway genes that may moderate individual susceptibility after ELS exposure seems promising. First studies propose environmentally induced OXTR DNA methylation as a possible candidate mechanism of how ELS may become embedded in affected individuals, thereby contributing to alterations in OT signaling. Given the high biological plausibility of OT in the intergenerational transmission of maternal ELS stress, OT signaling pathways will likely attract considerable attention in future research with possible translational implications (see section 5.1). Given the ever growing complexity of research on human development, i.e., from molecular mechanisms to observations of complex behavioral phenotypes, the present review was aimed to provide an overview of critical recent advances of the field and to systematically review evidence for environmental, genetic, and epigenetic factors pertaining to OT signaling pathways.
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### List of abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5HTTLPR</td>
<td>Serotonin Transporter Length Polymorphic Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPD</td>
<td>Borderline Personality Disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNS</td>
<td>Central Nervous System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CpG</td>
<td>Cytosine-Guanine DNA Sequence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRH</td>
<td>Corticotropin Releasing Hormone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSF</td>
<td>Cerebrospinal Fluid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA</td>
<td>Dopamine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAT1</td>
<td>Dopamine Transporter Gene 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA</td>
<td>Deoxyribonucleic Acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRD2, DRD4</td>
<td>Dopamine Receptor 2 and Dopamine Receptor 4 Genes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Estrogens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELS</td>
<td>Early Life Stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GABA</td>
<td>Gamma Amino Butric Acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPA</td>
<td>Hypothalamic Pituitary Adrenal Axis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i.c.v</td>
<td>Intracerebroventricular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL-1β</td>
<td>Interleukin 1 beta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL-6</td>
<td>Interleukin 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LG</td>
<td>Licking and Grooming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDD</td>
<td>Major Depressive Disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPF</td>
<td>Maternal-Placental-Fetal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPOA</td>
<td>Medial Preoptic Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mRNA</td>
<td>Messenger Ribonucleic Acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nAcc</td>
<td>Nucleus Accumbens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OT</td>
<td>Oxytocin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTR</td>
<td>Oxytocin Receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OXTR</td>
<td>Oxytocin Receptor Gene (human)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxtr</td>
<td>Oxytocin Receptor Gene (rodents)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPD</td>
<td>Postpartum Depression</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PVN Paraventricular Nucleus
Rs Reference Number for Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (e.g., rs53576)
SNP Single Nucleotide Polymorphism
TNF-α Tumor Necrosis Factor alpha
ToM Theory of Mind
VMN Ventromedial Nucleus
VS Ventral Striatum
VTA Ventral Tegmental Area
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## Highlights

- Oxytocin plays a role in the intergenerational transmission of early adversity.
- Putative pre- and postnatal OT pathways of transmission are proposed.
- Oxytocin receptor gene (*OXTR*) variants affect susceptibility to the environment.
- The role of *OXTR* DNA methylation is discussed as a mechanism of transmission.
- Critical assessment of methodological challenges in human OT research is provided.
FIGURE 1.
Oxytocin Pathways of Intergenerational Transmission of Maternal Early Life Stress (ELS) – A Conceptual Framework ELS, such as childhood abuse and neglect, is a major risk factor in the etiology of psychiatric disorders (e.g., depression) and impaired parenting. These maladaptive long-term effects may also impact the next generation via multiple, partly overlapping pre- and postnatal pathways, such as maternal depression during pregnancy and postpartum and impaired parent-offspring interactions. Central oxytocin (OT) pathways, which can be altered by ELS, are known to be involved in the modulation of parenting behaviors, attachment formation, pre- and postnatal depressive symptoms, as well as MPF stress physiology. Thus, OT pathways may play an important role in the intergenerational transmission of ELS in humans. Gene-environment interactions and epigenetic modifications in OT pathways genes may moderate or mediate the assumed pre- and postnatal transmission pathways.

**Abbreviations:** DNA: Desoxyribonucleic Acid; HPA-axis: Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Adrenal axis; MPF: Maternal-Placental-Fetal; OT: Oxytocin; Oxtr: Oxytocin Receptor Coding Gene.